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Legal Disclaimer 

※ Legal Disclaimer Regarding Copyright 

ROPPOR Swarm Drone Software is registered with the Korea Copyright Commission and is protected 

by copyright law. 

Please note that unauthorized copying, use, and distribution of this software, as well as unauthorized 

copying, use, and distribution of functions, function lists, function placement, user interfaces, and 

design within the software, are in violation of copyright law. 

ROPPOR Swarm Drone Trial Software may only be used for functional verification purposes, and 

may not be used for commercial, educational, or business purposes. 

If you have any copyright-related questions, please send your inquiries to staff@roppor.com and we 

will sincerely review and respond. 

※ Legal Disclaimer Regarding Limitation of Liability 

ChemEssen Inc. is a software company. We are only responsible for the development and supply of 

swarm drone software and does not actually operate drone aircraft. The hardware related to parts 

and equipment, etc. and data such as mobile communication networks provided by us is only one 

example of testing the products of various manufacturers and the services of mobile carriers and 

confirming their integration with our software, and the durability of each hardware and mobile 

communication network. 

It does not guarantee the stability, the function for a specific purpose, etc. 

The user is solely responsible for the selection, interlocking, and operation results of all hardware 

and mobile communication networks outside the scope of the software. 

Please select the hardware and mobile communication network that suits your purpose using the 

free trial version, which is provided unlimitedly regardless of the duration and number of drones, 

and be sure to verify its function, durability, stability, and malfunction. In addition, it is necessary to 

check and comply with the relevant laws and regulations of the country when drones are actually 

operated. 

In addition to the software, the civil and criminal liability for all unforeseen circumstances and illegal 

operation including errors, malfunctions, accidents, human damages and property damages that 

may occur during interlock and operation of the drone body, parts, equipment, and mobile 

communication network selected by the user lies with the user, not with ChemEssen, Inc. 
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1. Cinema 4D Default Settings 

1-1. Project Settings 

Press [Ctrl + D] shortcut key to configure frames per second (FPS) and interpolation in the project 

settings window. Configure FPS from 30 which is the default setting for cinema 4D to 24 FPS. Divide 

the performance formation by 4 and derive the position and color for each unit of 0.25 seconds 

(between every 6 frames), and synchronize with the ROPPOR Art Software to save the performable 

performance path. 

 

Configure as 24 FPS 

Configure interpolation as linear in the key interpolation menu. 

 

Configure interpolation as linear 
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<◐ Reference 1> Difference between spline and linear interpolation 

Press [Shift +F3] shortcut key to open the timeline window. 

 

Left Spline / Right Linear 

You can configure the graph displaying movement according to the time on the timeline to spline 

to move in the form of reducing the speed after acceleration when moving to the selected frame. 

When you configure the linear interpolation, it moves at the same speed when moving to the 

selected frame. Performance formation should be designed in linear interpolation. 
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1-2. Basic Control 

Generate a person-shaped figure for basis. 

 

add object Menu > Figure 

1) Rotate Viewpoint 

You can rotate the viewpoint if you drag while pressing [Alt + Left mouse button]. 

  

Rotate Viewpoint 

2) Move Viewpoint to Left/Right 

You can move the viewpoint to left/right if you drag while pressing [Alt + Mouse wheel]. 

 

Move Viewpoint to Left/Right 
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3) Expand/Reduce Viewpoint 

You can scroll the mouse wheel up/down while pressing Alt key, or drag the mouse up/down while 

pressing [Alt + Left mouse button] to expand/reduce the viewpoint. 

  

Expand/Reduce Viewpoint 

4) Zoom Selected Object 

You can select the object and press shortcut key ‘S” to zoom. 

   

Zoom Selected Object (Shortcut Key ‘S’) 

5) View Entire Object 

You can press shortcut key ‘H’ to view the entire object generated. 

  

View Entire Object (Shortcut Key ‘H’) 

You can press shortcut key [Ctrl + Shift + Z] to reverse the switched viewpoint to the previous 

viewpoint. 
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6) Switch to 4 View Mode 

If you click the mouse wheel on the perspective window, it switches to 4 view mode which allows 

you to simultaneously see 4 different viewpoints, and if you click the mouse wheel on top of the 

desired viewpoint, you can switch to the selected viewpoint mode. 

 

Switch to 4 View Mode 

7) Switch Display Mode 

You can switch to various display modes. You can change and use for your convenience.. 

 

Display Mode Menu 

   

Switch Display Mode 
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Camera Viewpoint Switch Menu 

8) Select and Configure Object 

Click the object with the mouse to display a yellow border around the object and an axis at its 

center. 

 

Select Object 

You can control the selected object with the shortcut key. 

Shortcut key ‘E’ : Arrow is displayed on the object, and you can move the object in the direction of 

the arrow. 

Shortcut key ‘T’ : A square is displayed on the object, and you can expand/reduce the square to 

adjust the size (scale). 

Shortcut key ‘R’ : A sphere that can rotate is displayed, and you can turn the sphere to rotate. 

 

Move, Scale, Rotate 

(Caution) When enable axis mode (shortcut key ‘L’) used to control the central axis of the object is 

active, you must deactivate it to operate. 
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Deactivate to the Left, Activate to the Right 

9) Hide Generated Object 

You can click [ALT + Two points] to switch between on and off on the screen for the objects. 

Double click the circle for red light and the object disappears. 

* You can also click the check mark behind the two points to switch to X mark. 

 

Show (On)/Hide (Off) Object 

1-3. Render 

1) Render Setting 

It is used to display the designed performance formation as video or image for confirmation and 

virtual simulation. 

Frame rate should be set at 24 FPS which is the project setting value. 

From : Start frame, To : End frame 

 

Render Setting Window 
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2) Save 

This is a menu to save as video or image. 

Check the save box and configure the save location, etc., and then perform rendering to save the 

product in the selected pathway according to the configured settings. 

 

(Render Setting – Save) 

 

Format can be configured to the user’s preference. The company performs post-image composition, 

etc. in the After Effect of Adobe after extracting in ‘TIF’ or ‘PNG’ format. 

The Alpha Channel is convenient for post-image composition, etc. so we recommend for you to 

check it. 

(Caution) When Alpha Channel is not checked, rendering will be performed with the default Cinema 

4D background color. 

* You can virtually render in the perspective window through [Ctrl + R]. 

 

<◐ Reference 2> Frame Interval Settings  

This is the scope designation under the perspective window. You can control the red box area to 

configure the frame range. 

 

0~90 Designated for the Frame 
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1-4. Generate Object 

1) Create Sphere  

When you click to stretch the cube shape in the top menu, a menu for the generated object appears, 

and you can select the sphere to generate the sphere. 

 

Top Menu 

 

When Stretching the Cube Image 

The generated sphere is added to the objects window to the right. 

When you select the generated object, information window appears as shown in the figure below. 

 

Generate Sphere 

Design the performance formation as you pretend the sphere to be a virtual ‘drone’. 

Adjust the radius value at discretion for your convenience. Radius value is just a visual indication, 

and it is not used to generate performance formation. You can estimate the distance between 

drones, etc. if you enter the actual width of the unit. 

Position coordinates applied to ROPPOR software are coordinates based on the spheres. 
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Sphere Object Window 

 

You can click each object to check the coordinate values for its center. 

 

Distance between Spheres 1 and 2 is 200cm 

 

Coordinates for Center of Left Sphere 

 

Coordinates for Center of Right Sphere 

 

<◐ Reference 3> Relative Coordinates / Absolute Coordinates 

Object (Rel) : Relative coordinates defined by relative position based on certain object 

World : Absolute coordinates defined based on center position of entire coordinate system 

You can click the red box area to switch. 
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Switch Between Absolute/Relative Coordinates 

Combination of cube and null (Null only has coordinate values without shape.) 

When you select the null of an object with such composition 

 

Based on null position/object 

 You can see that the null position is 800cm above the origin 0 in the direction of y-axis. 

(The absolute and relative coordinates are identical for the null in this scenario as there is no object 

above it.) 

 

When you click the cube under null, the option currently applied is Object (Rel), so it is displayed 

as being on the origin of null (0, 0 , 0). 

 

Cube Position / Standard of Object (Rel) 

 But if the option is changed from Object (Rel) to World, then it is displayed in absolute coordinates, 

so it becomes 800cm which was calculated from the origin (0.0.0) of the project file.  
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Cube Position / Standard of World 

2) Camera 

Generate the camera. 

 

Camera Icon Located at the Top 

Click the white button in the red square to activate the camera. 

 

Activated Camera (White light is turned on.) 

 

Controlling in this state shows the viewpoint from the camera. 

 

Use the protection tag after adjusting the angle by moving the camera to stabilize the camera.  

 

Use Protection Tags 

Click the right mouse button after clicking the object to find the item above. 
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Position of Protection Tags 

When you use protection tags, camera viewpoint cannot change so you need to delete the tag and 

move the camera if you wish to change the camera viewpoint. 

(Tip) You can just move the tag to a different object instead of deleting the tag, and bring the tag 

over after adjusting the camera viewpoint. 

 

<◐ Reference 4> Installation of Multiple Cameras 

You can configure multiple cameras to check the performance formation from various perspectives. 

 

Center, Left Bottom, Right Top 

 

Configured Cameras 
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3) Light 

This menu is an item to create a feel for the actual drone during rendering (described later for 

convenience as it is for promotion) 

so general users can ignore this item. 

 

Light 

It is the same as the process to generate spheres. 

 

Generate Light 

 

After Adding Light 

 

Display Light 
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You can check as shown in the figure below for the light options to create a promotion video. 

.  

Left Before Change / Right After Change 

* You can use desired settings if you are proficient in Cinema 4D. 

 

Change the falloff value under details to activate radius/decay value.  

 

Details 
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When radius/decay is active, you can see the radius being generated. 

 

Falloff Value Adjustment Under Details 

 

Create the light based on the following configuration values to display light around the drones to 

create a promotion video. 

 

Visibility Adjustment 

 

Left Light Not Used / Right Light Used 
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Visibility Outer Distance Adjustment 

When the light is under the control of the sphere, the light follows the sphere movement. 

 

4) Build Calculator 

This item can be used optionally for convenience of performance formation designer. 

 

Click the cloner to generate. 

After generating the sphere, make it dependent to the cloner. 

 

Sphere Under the Cloner 

Configure the area in the box in the cloner menu. Mode : Radia, Count : Number of generated 

objects 

 

Cloner Object Property Values 
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Circle generated by adjusting the items above 

You can create a calculator like this to measure the distance between the drones. 

You can utilize the calculator to visually determine whether there is risk of collision or whether safety 

from risk of collision can be secured for the distance between the drones in the actual drone 

performance. 

 

Check collision safety/risk by moving the calculator 
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<◐ Reference 5> Use Spline Panel  

You can control various line shapes. You can link to the cloner to apply and design in various ways. 

                                                                                                                             

 

Star 

 

Free Curve Using Pen 

To use spline, you must control the property value of cloner. You must insert the format of spline 

to be used in the corresponding location for the object after converting the mode to the object.  

Try various assignment options using distribution and establish assigned position through offset. 
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Distribution - Even 

 

Distribution - Count 
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2. Design Performance Formation 

2-1 Generate Default Formation 

Configure the cloner mode to generate spheres using grid array. 

Count configures how many drones are generated for the selected axis based on (X, Y, Z) values, 

and distance between the spheres (distance between the drones) is adjusted through size 

adjustment. 

 

Cloner Menu / Grid Array 

 

The reason for selecting grid array among the modes is for convenient assignment and management 

of drone when starting the art performance.  

 

(Tip) Safety distance between drone units is configured as 300cm but distance between drones 

frequently become less than 300cm when designing performance formation. For this reason, you 

should create the performance formation with distance between drones established at 350 ~ 500 

cm.  

* We recommend to design with excess safety distance although it varies depending on the shape 

of performance formation by the designer.  

* The distance may vary depending on the drone specifications, and shape of performance 

formation for each user as 300cm is not an absolute value.  
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Click the cloner after configuration and click shortcut key ‘C’ to generate the objects. 

Number is assigned respectively to each generated object. 

 

Select Cloner 

 

Sphere Generated as Cloner is Disassembled 

2-2 Scope of Performance  

Scope of designed performance should be designed based on x-axis 200M / y-axis 120M / z-axis 

200M. 

This value changes flexibly according to the distance between performance location and audience, 

and number of drones. 

 

 

(Use the plane between overall performance radius and objects to design.) 
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2-3 Position of Audience  

If the x-axis arrow is north, the position of the audience is south.  

Assume that the perspective of the audience is towards x-axis when designing the performance 

formation. 

 

 

Viewing From Opposite of the Direction of X-axis 

 

Audience Perspective 
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2-4 Back Function 

You can insert reference image or continuity for efficiency. 

You can apply from light, left, front, back, top, and bottom perspectives. 

You can insert and use the image by drag and drop on the applicable area. 

(You can also click the button next to the empty space.) 

Offset : Image position adjustment / Size : Image size adjustment / Transparency : Transparency 

adjustment 

 

Viewport shortcut key Shift + v 

 

Example of Image Insertion 
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2-5 Color Work 

Drones can shine through LED by the color channel which uses RGB values. 

Click Create > New Default Material to the bottom left to generate a color channel. 

 

 

You can also double click the red box area to generate. 

When default material is generated, you can double click the generated icon to enter the material 

editor window. 

 

Material Editor 

There should be a check in the color channel, and the color should be generated by controlling the 

H.S.V next to the color.  

When configuring the key, press the key button next to the color in the green box. 

When you designate the color in red and drag and drop the material on the object, the value is 

applied. 
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Color Material with Color Applied 

 

Insert Color Material in Object 

 

Material Applied 

 

2-6 Key  

The act of establishing a key is assigning animation to the object and color values. 

Click the generated object to display a menu like this at right center.  

 

Position/Size/Rotation Information 
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Three Methods of Key Assignment 

1. Click the part corresponding to each value. (Method shown in figure above) 

2. Click the red square after moving the object. (Key is assigned for other values aside from the part 

moved.) 

3. Click the green square box to activate and then move the object (Key is automatically generated 

and key is automatically generated for every movement.) 

 

Methods 2 and 3 

 

Red border is generated on the screen when method 3 is activated 
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<◐ Reference 6> Key Frame Example 

Ex) When moving the sphere in frame 0 in the direction of x-axis for 200cm over 10 frames (Use 

method 1 for key establishment) 

 

1. Click the object to move in the frame 0 

2. Click the key next to x value 

3. Move to frame 10 

4. Click the object and enter 200cm for x value and click the key 

A key in this format is entered after the steps above. 

 

Timeline shortcut key Shift + F3 

You can see the sky blue line along the movement path of the sphere above the x-axis. 

You can apply such key making methods to design the drone performance formation. 

 

Skyblue Movement Line Generated 
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2-7 Timeline 

This is a window where you can manage and control the keys being used. 

 

Key Established for Timeline Window 

 

Despite linear interpolation setting, sometimes the setting is recognized as spline while working at 

times. You can select the key and press the linear interpolation button to resolve this. 

 

You can switch to f-curve mode when you press the f-curve mode to the top left when inspecting 

the key frame. You can adjust the pace in this mode. But you should only use linear interpolation 

for designing drone performance formation. 

 

Dope Sheet / F-curve mode 
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Dope sheet > F-curve mode 

 

Left Linear Interpolation / Right Spline 

 

Marker 

Apply the following method when revising the generated key. 

Select the key at the top to select all keys generated for the selected frame. Drag left/right to easily 

switch the value generated for the selected frame. 
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3. Safety Verification 

3-1 Purpose 

1. Distance Check 

2. Speed Check 

3. Path Generate  

◈ Caution 

1. Check to see if the distance between the units are within 3m using the script while working 

on the performance formation (Pass only if there is gap larger than 3m) 

- You can use the script after finalizing but you should be aware that revision may be more 

difficult than designing.  

- You may allow 2m depending on the circumstances and environment. 

2. Changing the result value for collision check (DistanceCheck) may result in chain reaction 

(butterfly effect) so proceed as you check cautiously. 

3. You can easily adjust the speed check by changing the key.  

 

 

Adjust flexibly depending on examples and circumstances 

3-2 How to Use  

〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓 Example 〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓〓

〓〓 

number_of_uavs = 10 # This is the number of drones. (Unit 0 ~ 9) EX : Enter 60 when there are 60 

units 

frames_count = 2600 # [Set] frames counter Configure frame interval for the project file ex(2600 

refers to 0F ~ 2600F.) 

d_treshold = 250 # [Set] check distance (cm) This is the distance from the center of Drone A to 

center of Drone B  Detect drones below 250cm when 250 is applied  
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Adjust and use the green area from the details above. 

▣ Extensions 

R21 Ver. Click the menu bar at the top of the default program 

 

(Console / Script Manager) 

▣ Script Manager. 

 Copy and use the script files in the menu window here. 

 

Script Manager 

① Click new file 

② Copy and paste the script file details on the notepad after deleting the existing content 

after clicking new file 

③ Adjust and use the number in the blue box 

④ Click execute to the bottom right to calculate result value through the ▣ Console 

⑤ Review the calculated result value and adjust performance formation 

⑥ Complete when the phrase reading Total ~~~ Count = 0 appears upon launch. (Collision 

and Speed Check) 
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▣ Console  

You can view the result values and edit the files as this is the window displaying the result value 

upon execution of script. 

 

Collision Script Result Value 

◎ Interpretation Method 

Danger! Distance = 299.~ between 0 and 4 on xxxxF 

When d_threshold = 300 is entered = 299.~cm of gap for Drone 0 and Drone 4 in frame xxxx 

* Edit the drone movement path in the selected frame. 

 

Result Value when Speed Check Fails 

When speed_threshold = 3 is entered, it detects all drones above 3m/s.  

*ChemEssen thinks and works on the premise that the drone maximum speed as 3m/s. 

* Drones vary in specifications so apply the maximum speed accordingly.  

 

You must use the PathGenerate and script to apply to ROPPOR after collision and speed check. 

PathGenerate and script are not much different from DistanceCheck, SpeedCheck, and script. 

Edit the blue letter in the red box to designate the save pathway for the path file. 
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Content of Path Generate 

 

Extracted Path 

 When executed, the path file in the selected location is extracted. 

 

Generated on Selected Location 

Generated path files are synchronized with ROPPOR Art Swarm Drone Performance Operation 

Software for the performance. 
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3-3 <Extra> Solution for Script Application Failure (Error)  

 

Organization of Sphere Name 

◈1. You can change the sphere name at discretion when designing the formation. 

◈2. You can change the name at discretion while designing but the script cannot be applied when 

the sphere name is changed.  

◈3. Revert the sphere name to the original name in the format of ‘Sphere 0’ when activating the 

script. (It is recommended to use the purple number as the number provided by default when it 

was generated.) 

◈4. There should not be any empty space behind the sphere number. (The green part should only 

consist of name value. Insertion of empty space aside from the green area <Insert space> will cause 

script error.) 

◈5. ‘number_of_uavs’ value in the script should be consistent with the number of drones used. 

(Enter number_of_uavs = 5 when 5 drones are generated) 

 

◈ 6. Key should be established for color value as well to prevent script error.  

* When color work is not performed, you can apply a color at discretion for the object. 

* When using multiple color materials 

 - Multiple refers to generating 3 color materials when applying red from 0~11, blue from 11~20, 

and yellow from 21_30 in each unit and you must control them. 
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<◐ Reference 7> Apply Color         

Generate each color material and drag and drop on the object to apply the color material.                                                                                                                      

 

Multiple Color Materials 

 

Color Value Applied to Each Sphere 

 

3-4 (Reference) Cinema 4D Basic Lecture YouTube Link 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86UE_OSe19w 

 

4. ROPPOR Launch and Performance Formation Check 

<Document Reference> ROPPOR Art Swarm Drone Performance Operation Software Function 

Statement 

Launch ROPPOR Art program. 

 

ROPPOR Art Swarm Drone Performance Operation Software Window 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86UE_OSe19w
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Click [3D ART MODE] on top to switch to 3D virtual simulation mode. 

 

3D ART MODE 

Dashboard list is displayed when you press the dashboard icon in the shape of a window to the 

top left. 

 

Dashboard Icon 

 

Dashboard Menu 

Press the folder shaped icon in the menu window. Designate the folder containing the path to be 

performed during the performance. 

When you designate a performance path folder by default, the performance path is automatically 

configured based on the order on the list, and you can select and designate individual performance 

paths. 
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Select and open the folder containing the performance path files to display the designed 

performance formation. 

 

You can play the timeline at the bottom or select a specific frame and change the altitude, viewing 

direction, etc. to simulate in advance whether the drones are moving consistently with the designed 

performance formation. 

 


